
 

There's 'a path forward' to reopening
schools, CDC officials say
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(HealthDay)—With most in-person classes curtailed or canceled in
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schools across the United States since last spring, kids and their parents
have had a really tough year.

However, new studies suggest a return to in-person classes could be
warranted, according to officials at the U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.

Writing in the Jan. 26 issue of the Journal of the American Medical
Association, three CDC experts, led by Margaret Honein of the CDC's
COVID-19 emergency response team, say sending kids back to school is
feasible, with standard precautions in place.

"Accumulating data now suggest a path forward to maintain or return
primarily or fully to in-person instructional delivery," Honein and two
CDC colleagues, Drs. Lisa Barrios and John Brooks, concluded.

They say there's simply more reliable information now than a year ago
on the potential for coronavirus spread in schools, and it tends to point to
in-school learning as a weak vector for community spread of the virus.

Some of the studies cited include:

A study of about 400 people aged 18 and under in Mississippi. It
found that while social gatherings in and outside the home were
tied to a higher risk of infection, "in-person school attendance
during the 14 days prior to diagnosis was not."
Another study, conducted last fall among 11 North Carolina
school districts comprising more than 90,000 students. When
schools were re-opened for in-person classes for a nine-week
period, just 32 new infections resulted, compared to 773
infections acquired in the wider community.
A CDC report on 17 K-through-12 schools in Wisconsin,
comprising about 4,900 students and 654 staff. It found that
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infection rates were much lower in the school environment than
in the surrounding community. That study, also conducted last
fall, spotted just seven cases known to have originated within the
schools.

Similar studies conducted in Spain and Latvia also concluded that
"schools were not associated with accelerating community transmission,"
Honein and her colleagues wrote.

They stress that all of the above success stories occurred within the
framework of continued precautions against COVID-19. Those steps
include mandating that students and staff wear masks; proper spacing to
maintain social distancing; better room air ventilation; expanded
COVID-19 testing; and curtailing of activities requiring close physical
contact, such as sports.

That last requirement has been a tough sell for many school districts, the
CDC team admitted.

"Paradoxically, some schools have used a fully online model for
educational delivery while continuing in-person athletic programs," they
wrote.

But sports do appear to spread COVID-19, and easily, according to new
studies published in the same issue of JAMA.

One study outlined an outbreak tied to a December high school wrestling
tournament that involved 10 schools and 130 student-athletes. Among
those young wrestlers, 30% ended up testing positive for COVID-19. Of
the 446 known contacts of the wrestlers who were also tested, 41 were
found to have COVID-19 and one died.

So, "in recognition of the risk for increased transmission, some states
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have halted or postponed school athletics," Honein's group noted.

Luckily, the situation may be much different when it comes to properly
safeguarded in-person school instruction.

"The preponderance of available evidence from the fall school semester
has been reassuring," the CDC experts said, because the kind of
COVID-19 spread seen in workplaces and homes "has not been reported
in education settings in schools."

Speaking to The New York Times, Honein explained that, "back in
August and September, we did not have a lot of data on whether or not
we would see the same sort of rapid spread in schools that we had seen
in other high-density work sites or residential sites. But there is
accumulating data now that with high face mask compliance, and
distancing and cohorting of students to minimize the total number of
contacts, we can minimize the amount of transmission in schools."

  More information: Find out more about COVID-19 in children &
teens at the CDC.
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